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Abstract: In today’s digital world, the information systems are revolutionizing the way we
connect. As the people are trying to adopt and integrate intelligent systems into daily lives, the
risks around cyberattacks on user-specific information have significantly grown. To ensure safe
communication, the Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) were developed often by using machine
learning (ML) algorithms that have the unique ability to detect malware against network security
violations. Recently, it was reported that the IDS are prone to carefully crafted perturbations known
as adversaries. With the aim to understand the impact of such attacks, in this paper, we have
proposed a novel random neural network-based adversarial intrusion detection system (RNN-ADV).
The NSL-KDD dataset is utilized for training. For adversarial attack crafting, the Jacobian Saliency
Map Attack (JSMA) algorithm is used, which identifies the feature which can cause maximum change
to the benign samples with minimum added perturbation. To check the effectiveness of the proposed
adversarial scheme, the results are compared with a deep neural network which indicates that
RNN-ADV performs better in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score and training epochs.

Keywords: intrusion detection; adversarial attacks; JSMA; NSL-KDD; network security

1. Introduction

Internet services are responsible for the creation of a digital world of connectivity with the help
of sensors and actuators which are widely used for the automation of smart grids, homes, health
monitoring equipment, and several other systems [1]. Even though such systems are often considered
intelligent and secure, but network proliferation makes them vulnerable to many external threats.
In the past few decades, the applications of cognitive computation has been continuously evolving
due to advances in self-organized and automated networks connected to the internet [2]. Thanks to
the immense research in the area of machine learning (ML), this proposition is turning into a reality.
We use ML application in daily lives from smartphones to virtual personal assistants, but despite its
success, they are susceptible to privacy and data breach. Network security is now considered as one of
the primary issues faced by modern computer networks. A significant extension of intelligent services
to the users has raised strong concerns among the research communities to design and develop efficient
intrusion detection systems (IDS) [3]. Not only does it enforce the safety of the communication system,
but it could also be useful as an alternative to traditional firewalls. IDS monitors traffic in a dynamic
manner and raises the alarm when it determines any intrusion in the network. They are categorized as
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signature-based or anomaly-based [4]. Signature-based IDS requires a constant update to the known
signature data so that IDS could work efficiently. Anomaly-based IDS learns from the existing data
and uses patterns to quantify intrusion in the network. The latter approach is more realistic and used
widely to design intrusion detection applications.

Machine learning (ML) has been extensively used to develop such anomaly-based intelligent
IDS where a designated system learns from the historical network data. It works on the principle
that a model is trained with known data points and tested with benign samples. Recent research
has found that ML techniques can be fooled by adding careful perturbation to the data known as
adversaries [5–8]. Adversarial samples can be defined as a set of inputs that are carefully generated
by an adversary after adding a light perturbation to minimize the true classification rate of an ML
technique and increase false-positives [2].

Adversarial sample perturbations have the following goals:

1. It can reduce the trust of a classifier by utilizing class ambiguity.
2. It can quantify output which is different from the original class.
3. It may force classifier to generate results which resemble a targeted output class.
4. It may use a targeted output to add noise and misclassify it further as another targeted class.

Different approaches have been proposed in the past to check the effects of adversarial samples
on ML platforms. In this research, we aim to propose a Random Neural Networks based Adversarial
Intrusion Detection System (RNN-ADV). To craft the adversarial samples, the Jacobian Saliency
Map Attack (JSMA) algorithm is adopted. Features are identified and then alter with carefully
crafted perturbations. The adversarial samples produced are then used to estimate the performance
of RNN-ADV. The NSL-KDD dataset and adversarial data are used to train/test the system.
The performance is then compared with Multi-Layer Perceptron based deep neural networks and
results are explained in further sections.

The primary contributions of this paper are:

• For adversarial attack detection, a random neural network based intrusion detection system
(RNN-ADV) is presented.

• Adversarial samples are crafted by computing forward derivative using Jacobian Saliency Map
Attacks (JSMA) algorithm.

• Performance of RNN-ADV is compared with Multi-Layer Perceptron based deep neural networks
in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score and total number of epochs.

The rest of the paper sections are organized as follows: review of the literature reported in this
research related to adversarial attacks, intrusion detection and random neural networks (RNN) is
discussed in Section 2. The methodology for Adversarial attack crafting using Jacobian Saliency map
Attacks (JSMA) algorithm is explained in Section 3. The experimental results and analysis are presented
in Section 4 while the conclusion and future research direction are outlined in Section 5.

2. Background

In [9], authors have developed an intrusion detection system by comparing the performance
of traditional machine learning techniques with deep learning. Deep neural networks (DNN) are
utilized, and excessive features from NSL-KDD are reduced using principal component analysis
(PCA). However, the training and testing accuracy of the classifier is relatively low for multiclass
detection. Kunal et al., in [10] used State Preserving Extreme Learning Machine(SPELM) algorithm for
the application of network security and concluded that it quantifies intrusions on the network with a
better accuracy rate than traditional deep belief network (DBN) Algorithm. NSL-KDD dataset was
used for training while Chaithanya et al., in [11] proposed Moth-Flame Optimization Algorithm-based
Random Forest (MFOA-RF) to achieve this task.
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In [12], the authors have developed an intrusion detection system for cybersecurity. A harder
approach is utilized using the random forest (RF) machine learning algorithm due to its effectiveness.
Unlike previous techniques where samples are classified as benign or malicious, the RF-based IDS uses
the ability of flexible training by applying probability labels on the data-points for the classification of
adversarial samples. The results show that the proposed scheme has enhanced attack detection many
folds for different class labels

Neural networks are capable of performing a recognition and classification task due to their
cognitive ability. However, Szedgy et al., in [13], considering the following minimization problem,
found out that neural networks are prone to adversarial attacks as they map inputs to the outputs
which could be intermittent based on the data used.

arg min
ξ

f (a + ξ) = l s.t. (a + ξ) ∈ D (1)

This means to adversarial sample a ∗ = a + ξ is crafted in the input domain D, when benign
sample is infected with perturbation/noise ξ which then reduce the classification trust and then makes
neural networks to mis-classify. They used Broyden–FletcherGoldfarb–Shanno (LBFGS) optimization
algorithm to craft such adversarial samples and concluded that even though adversary affects the
performance but it may not have the same effect for any other ML technique.

Several techniques are developed to craft adversarial samples which can be used to dodge the
detection capabilities of a system. Goodfellow et al., [14] used the MNIST dataset to discuss the
non-linear behaviour of neural networks. Adversarial samples were generated from the Fast Gradient
Sign (FGSM) algorithm. Unlike previously proposed Broyden–FletcherGoldfarb–Shanno (LBFGS)
optimization algorithm, the FGSM calculates the gradient of the loss of the given activation function
for the corresponding input to increase the efficiency. Therefore, to generate adversarial samples Iadv,
the existing data are altered by adding perturbation which is the combination of input gradient and
controlled parameter.

Iadv = I + ε ∗ sign(∇I C(I, j)) (2)

where, C denominates the cost function, ε is the controlled variation hyper parameter and∇I represents
the gradient with respect to correct label j and normal sample I.

In [15], Moosavi et al. proposed another technique to craft adversarial samples called DeepFool.
Minimum perturbations are generated that could affect the classification labels. To demonstrate
the efficiency of the proposed scheme, several ML classifiers are trained with different datasets.
Adversarial samples are generated by minimizing Euclidean Distance between the crafted and benign
samples. To execute the attack, a linear boundary between different class labels is first identified
and perturbation is added in an iterative fashion until the adversary is located. To guarantee better
performance, fine-tuning parameters are used. Final perturbation vector α ∗i for affine, binary classifier,
is computed as:

arg min
αi
‖ αi ‖2 s.t. f (pi) +∇ f (pi)

T αi = 0, (3)

where, current point is pi the perturbation αi is calculated in iterative process. Generated perturbations
had the similar effect as FGSM instances but it is smaller in size. It can be further upgraded to use for
multi-class classifiers.

The sensitivity of the model is highly dependent upon the inputs which are used to train the
system. To create misclassification, an adversary can perturb only the selected features or add noise to
whole input dimensions. The latter is achieved using the FGSM algorithm used in [14], which follows
a gradient-based approach. Papernot et al. focus on the former by addressing the anomalies in the
training phase of neural networks. In [6] where they proposed another adversarial sample crafting
technique called Jacobian-based Saliency Map Attack (JSMA) algorithm. Only the selected inputs
are mapped to output to generate adversarial samples. By computing saliency maps, each feature
is assigned some value which are the clear indicators of the minimum amount of change that a
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feature is required to affect the classifier and flag false alarms. Since we want to study the impact
of misclassification, therefore unlike previous techniques which perturb large dimensions of input
samples are more likely to get detected. We are adopting JSMA technique due to unique ability to
cause maximum change with minimum added noise. It is also reported to be the optimal choice to
cause source-target misclassification [5,16,17].

Although a lot of contributions have been made to adversarial attack detection in the areas of
image recognition. There is an open research gap to estimate the performance of intrusion detection
systems (IDS) using the adversaries since very few of them, such as [5,7], have completed this task.
In this research, we are using the Jacobian-based Saliency Map Attack (JSMA) algorithm to generate
adversarial samples. NSL-KDD dataset is used, which is a benchmark for IDS studies. Random Neural
Networks based Adversarial (RNN-ADV) Intrusion Detection System is proposed, and the effects of
adversaries on existing performance are calculated.

Adversarial Random Neural Network Model

A novel class of artificial neural networks was proposed by Gelenbe named Random Neural
Network (RNN) [18]. RNNs have been used extensively for pattern recognition [19]. However, a little
research has been reported to analyse the effectiveness of RNNs for intrusion detection systems using
NSL-KDD dataset, such as our previous work at [3]. RNN has recently got colossal attention due to
its less complexity and better generalisation capabilities. We have tested it for traditional as well as
swarm optimisation techniques; it would be interesting to understand the impacts of adversaries.

Figure 1 depicts an RNN model where ni and nj are neighbouring neurons which can send and
receive information to the rest of the network with the arrival of positive and negative signals either
from the neighbours or outside environment. Since RNN is also inspired by biological settings, at a
given time t each neuron represents a state Ki(t); a non-negative integer. Upon reception of inhibition
(negative) signal, the state remains idle, and no update takes place. Whereas, excitatory (positive)
signal at ni, alters the states to Ki(t) > 0, and therefore fires/transmits an impulse signal towards nj
with rate ri. As a result of which weight are biases are calculated across the network. This fired spike
may trigger the response with the following probabilities:

• It can reach neuron nj with probability of p+(i, j) as an excitation signal.
• It can reach neuron nj with probability of p−(i, j) as an inhibitory signal.
• It can depart the neural network with probability of c(i) .

Figure 1. Random neural network model for adversarial analytics.

Mathematically,

c(i) +
N

∑
j=1

[p+(i, j) + p−(i, j)] = 1, ∀i, (4)

w+(i, j) = ri p+(i, j) ≥ 0, (5)

similarly

w−(i, j) = ri p−(i, j) ≥ 0. (6)
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Combining Equations (4), (5) and (6)

r(i) = (1− c(i))−1
N

∑
j=1

[w+(i, j) + w−(i, j)] (7)

where,

• r(i) is the firing transmission rate by which information flows towards other neighbouring neurons.
• w+ and w− denominates the weight updates for neuron i and j.

The output activation function for N neurons connected and transferring information upon
reception of spiking signals at Poison rate Λ(i) for positive and λ(i) for negative signals, can be
written as:

q(i) =
λ+(i)

r(i) + λ−(i)
, (8)

where

λ+(i) =
n

∑
j=1

q(j)r(j)p+(j, i) + Λ(i), (9)

and

λ−(i) =
n

∑
j=1

q(j)r(j)p−(j, i) + λ(i). (10)

Interested reader can further understand the network operation in [18] and our previously
published work at [3,20,21].

3. Methodology

Jacobian Saliency Map Attacks (JSMA) algorithm is utilized to generate adversarial attacks
from benign samples. There are a few necessary steps required to prepare data before they are
fed to the classifier. RNN-ADV consists of one input, two hidden and one output layers that
work in a feed-forward way. The number of hidden layers can be increased according to the
optimization problems, to learn complex representations. Since there is no feature selection involved,
the data are first normalized. RNN-ADV is then trained with traditional gradient descent algorithm,
and performance is estimated based on different metrics.

3.1. Jacobian Saliency Map Attacks

Adversarial samples are intended to enhance the false alarms of the system due to their novel
ability to increase misclassification. In neural networks, gradients are used to adjust the weighs during
training which helps to generate the desired output [7]. However, when it comes to adversarial sample
crafting, most of the techniques used previously utilize gradients to amend original inputs which
would then be detected by the particular system.

In [6], Papernot et al. proposed a new algorithm towards adversarial attack crafting using the
Jacobian Matrix known as Jacobian Saliency Map Attacks (JSMA). The opposite approach is adopted
where a direct mapping is established from the input vector to the desired output, which then generates
adversaries. For an RNN model, consider activation function F : A 7→ B where A original input
features extracted from the dataset used and B represents the corresponding output.
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In order to generate the adversary A ∗ from original data, consider the following mathematical
optimization problem:

arg max
σa
‖ σa ‖ s.t. F(A + σa) = B ∗, (11)

where,

• σa is the perturbation vector;
• ‖ . ‖ is the relevant norm for RNN input comparison;
• B ∗ is the required adversarial output data points/features;
• A + σa = A ∗ is the adversarial sample.

It is to be noted that for the original dataset, F(A) is considered to be F(A) = B and we want to
generate adversaries A ∗ in such a way that it should be almost similar to original sample A but RNN
misclassify it as F(A ∗) = B ∗ 6= B. Since σa is the perturbation which would create new adversarial
sample for output class B ∗, forward derivate approach is adopted. It is a Jacobian Matrix of given
function which is learned during the training phase of neural network [6]. For a one-dimensional
vector space, it can be defined as:

∇F(A) = [
δF(A)

δd1
,

δF(A)

δd2
] (12)

where, d1 and d2 are non-negative integers and taking forward derivate not only reduced the
adversarial data search space but also demonstrates the amount of change happened in original
features to generate adversaries. The whole process is depicted step by step in Figure 2. Considering
Equation (12), the generation of adversarial samples F(A ∗), modified by τ with maximum distortion
ζ is explained in Algorithm 1 using the following pseudo-code.

Compute Jacobian 

Matrix

RNN-ADV

for Attack Detection

Benign InputOriginal Datapoints

Adversary Crafting

Perturbation

Modify Features 

YES

NO

Figure 2. Adversarial attack crafting using Jacobian saliency map attacks (JSMA) algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Adversarial sample generation.

1: Input: A, B ∗, F, ζ, τ, α

2: Output: A∗

3: Initialization:

4: A ∗ ← A

5: for F(A ∗) 6= B ∗ and ‖ σa ‖ < ζ do

6: Initiate Saliency Map

7: Compute ∇F(A∗)

8: Alter the the inputs by τ

9: ‖ σa ‖ ← (A∗)− (A)

10: end for

11: return A∗

3.2. Distance Metrics

For a given Random Neural Network (RNN) model, the original sample s is used to generate
adversarial samples s

′
. Precisely, for an adversary s

′
which belong to the output class αs, having

threshold of ε and distance metric M, the output classification function Fs is written as:

F(s) = αs ∧ F(s′) 6= αs ∧M(s, s′) ≤ ε, (13)

where,
M(s, s′) ensures the resemblance between original sample and adversarial sample
F(s′) 6= αs guarantees that the adversary is incorrectly classified by the model
F(s) = αs confirms the correct categorization of the normal samples

In order to verify the similarity between adversary and the original sample, distance metric (M) is
utilized by Lp norms vectorization. It is represented as:

‖ s− s′ ‖p= (
m

∑
j=1
| sj − s′j |p)

1
p (14)

Following distance metrics are used to quantify adversarial perturbation.

• L0 metric is used to identify the features that have been perturbed between the original sample s
and adversarial sample s′

• L2 is also reffered as Euclidean norm since it measures the euclidean distance between original
sample s and adversarial sample s′.

• L∞ is used to measure the maximal change in the features during adversarial attack crafting.
Mathematically it is written as:

‖ s− s′ ‖∞= max(| sj − s′j | ..., | sn − s′n |) (15)

The Dataset and Pre-Processing

Several intrusion detection datasets are reported to train and test the systems [22] such as
UNSW-NB15 which contains 49-dimensional features obtained by configuring three virtual servers.
Although it includes several new types of attacks, it is not widely used due to class imbalance.
CICIDS2017 is another emulated dataset which contains modern-day records such as DoS, DDoS spread
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along 79 features. International Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools gathered traffic records
and formulated a benchmark dataset known as KDD’99. For a long time, it was considered to be the
benchmark to design predictive models for detecting the intrusions in a network, but it had several
limitations, such as:

• Vast feature space which consists of many redundant and obsolete records.
• Ambiguous network attack class definitions.
• No cross validation employed to consider the possibility of dropped packets during data

collection phase.

Travalle et al. [23], performed statistical evaluations to highlight the limitations stated above, and
concluded that due to bias in previous datasets, they are no longer feasible to train attack detection
mechanisms. To reduce the complexity of the system, they addressed the inadequacies and proposed
a new benchmark for IDS known as NSL-KDD [24]. We have used this dataset in our research.
From the total of 42 features, first 41 feature is used as inputs which contain the traces from collected
network traffic such as Dstbytes, Protocol, ServerrRate, etc. The 42nd feature is the output label which
contains information about the targeted class. The attack in the output label varies from Probe,
Root-to-local (R2L), Denial-of-Service and User-to-root (U2R). The dataset is widely used due to its
packet distribution among normal and abnormal packets in training and testing sets, where it contains
46.5% attack patterns.

The dataset also lists three features that are nominal in nature, and we know the fact that the ML
algorithm can only process the information is binary or numeric in nature. For this purpose, we have
utilized “One-hot Encoding” where these features are converted to the designated numeric values.
Many of the researchers [3,20] utilized feature selection by using the gain ratio (GR), correlation-based
feature extraction (CFS) and information gain (IG), which helps reduce the complexity of classifier.
For this study, we use the complete feature space of the dataset and performance is estimated.

To truncate the training time of proposed RNN-ADV, data are normalized and then
used as corresponding input. Min-Max normalization is exploited, and data are processed
accordingly. Mathematically,

ni =
gi −min(g)

max(g)−min(g)
, (16)

where:

• g = (g1, . . . , gn) is required output
• n(i) is input‘

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we have explained the experimental results and presented an analysis of the effects
of adversarial attacks on random neural networks. Several performance matrices such as Precision,
Recall, F1 Score, False Detection Rate and Accuracy are used to elaborate on the results where are
denoted as τ, ψ, υ, and ω the True Positives (TP), True Negatives (TN), False Positives (FP) and False
Negative (FN) respectively.

4.1. Accuracy

Accuracy measures the correctness by which proposed RNN-ADV detects the intrusions in
the network.

Mathematically,

Accuracy (RNN − ADV) =
τ + ψ

υ + ψ + ω + τ
(17)
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4.2. Precision

Precision measures the relevance of proposed RNN-ADV by considering true positives and
false-positive instances in a given data.

Precision =
τ

υ + τ
(18)

4.3. Recall

Recall measures the ratio of actual positives by considering true positive and false negatives
instances in a give data.

Recall =
τ

ω + τ
(19)

4.4. F1-Score

Since precision and recall, both are proportionate. In order to use the optimal value, we have used
the F1 score which is the harmonic mean of both values.

F1 Score = 2× (
Precison× Recall
Precision + Recall

) (20)

In this research, we use random neural networks as a classifier which would quantify the
intrusions from normal packets after training it with required data. Many of the machine learning
models have been reported to be vulnerable to the adversarial threats where an attacker can trick
the trained model into misclassifying hence increasing false alarms. We are focusing on the bit to
understand the RNN performance under adversarial threats. The network consists of two hidden
layers and trained at the learning rate of 0.001. Cleverhans python library [25] is also utilised.

Initially, we would train RNN-ADV for the required iterations so that weights are updated in
the network accordingly. Then we would test the performance of the proposed system using original
benign samples as well as adversarial samples. Adversarial crafting is executed using Jacobian Saliency
Map Attacks Algorithm (JSMA) through which perturbations are added and returns the features which
affect the overall performance with enduring the minimum change. Following scenarios are designed
to understand the adversarial attack effects on RNN-ADV:

4.5. Scenario I

To establish a baseline performance for RNN-ADV, it is trained with original NSL-KDD Train+

and tested against Test+. This is essential as it could serve as a clear indicator of how much performance
is deteriorated when an adversary is introduced to the existing system.

4.6. Scenario II

To check the overall behaviour of the classifier, the system is trained and tested with JSMA
generated adversarial features using the settings listed in Table 1. This would enable us to understand
the network over-fitting when an adversary is introduced to a system in black-box settings.

Table 1. Adversarial attack crafting settings.

Algorithm Distance Metric Perturbation Metric

Jacobian Saliency Map Attacks Algorithm (JSMA) L0 0.5
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4.7. Scenario III

To conclude how much performance is effected by RNN-ADV when tested with unknown
data-points, in this scenario, the system is trained with benchmark NSL-KDD Train+ but tested agaisnt
adversarial sample as generated by the JSMA attacks algorithm. It also serves as an attack scenario.

As mentioned before, to check the baseline performance of the system, the proposed random
neural network-based adversarial intrusion detection system (RNN-ADV) has been trained with the
benchmark NSL-KDD dataset. For that purpose, it has been trained with Train+ with the help of a
traditional gradient descent algorithm. At this stage, no adversary has been introduced to the system.
For the multi-class attack category of the data used, the experimental results are reported in Table 2.
According to the outcome, RNN-ADV has successfully classified normal patterns form anomalies with
an accuracy of 82.14%.

Table 2. Scenario-I: Performance of RNN-ADV based on Train+ and Test+.

Attack Label Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Normal 82.14 99.42 91.82 95.46
Denial-of-Service (DoS) 92.62 99.12 94.24 96.61

Probe 91.51 97.21 75.25 85.55
User-to-Root (U2R) 44.82 92.74 48.77 63.92
Root-to-Local (R2L) 61.35 95.24 39.24 55.58

It is worth mentioning that we have used the performance matrices of precision and recall since
we are taking a harmonic mean of the values and presenting them in the form of an F1-score. If we
look at the attack detection, RNN-ADV has successfully classified DoS attacks by 92.62%, a probe
by 91.51%, U2R by 44.85% and R2L by 61.35% with a minimum precision level of 95.24%. The false
detection rate is also very low. F1-score for normal and attack classes is high which indicates the high
prediction in RNN-ADV, for the case of no adversary.

After analyzing the performance of RNN-ADV with the benchmark dataset, in scenario-II,
we would check its effectiveness in adversarial settings, we use the Jacobian Saliency map Attack
Algorithm (JSMA). Adversarial samples are crafted by the procedure mentioned in Algorithm 1 [5] and
Figure 2. Adversaries usually affect the performance of a classifier either by assuming that it has all the
knowledge required to carry on an attack on the system, e.g., number of layers, weights, etc., it only
limited knowledge about system-generated output. Latter settings are known as black-box where
carrying on the attack is difficult and requires more sophistication than earlier mentioned white-box
settings. In this research, we assume that the adversary has information about our system and the
JSMA algorithm would generate adversarial samples that we then use for attack analysis.

In the attack generation phase, the JSMA algorithm would find the feature which can influence
the performance of a classifier. From full feature space total of 9 features were altered for Normal
class and four attack classes, namely DoS, Probe, R2L, and U2R. The same number of features are
reported in [5], where authors have also used L0 norm with the help of the attack algorithm. The results
reported in Table 3, suggest that for an adversarial only scenario, the performance of RNN-ADV has
been deteriorated where accuracy for normal attacks is decreased by 20%. On the other hand, the false
alarms have increased, which is 42.31% for normal packets and 30.47% for denial-of-service attacks.
This consolidates the claims made in previous research findings that neural networks are vulnerable to
the adversarial setting. F1-score, which represents the confidence in classification, is also reduced to
74.58%, which is almost 40% less than benchmark values discussed in Table 2.

In this research, till now, we have analysed the performance of RNN-ADV with benchmark
dataset and with adversarial samples as reported in Tables 2 and 3. For scenario-III, consider an attack
on proposed RNN-ADV, trained with benchmark Train+ data which can quantify the normal patterns
from attack traffic in general settings. However, it would be interesting to notice the performance
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of RNN-ADV when it has no prior information about the test set and tested with adversarial data.
Results are presented in Table 4, where performance is estimated for such an attack, and it can be
concluded that the performance of RNN-ADV is further deteriorating where the accuracy for the
detection of denial-of-service attacks has reached 67.97%. Precision and recall values are also declining
with the increase in misclassification, which results in a higher false detection rate and low F1 score.
It is interesting to note the accuracy for normal patterns in increase than adversarial only scenario.

Table 3. Scenario-II: Performance of RNN-ADV based on training with adversarial data and tested
with adversarial data.

Attack Label Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Normal 63.41 53.87 42.61 47.58
Denial-of-Service (DoS) 71.38 47.23 31.22 37.59

Probe 79.49 32.41 30.54 31.44
User-to-Root (U2R) 39.25 3.94 5.67 4.64
Root-to-Local (R2L) 52.91 27.81 28.48 28.10

Table 4. Scenario-III: Performance of RNN-ADV based on benchmark Train+ and tested with
adversarial data.

Attack Label Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Normal 60.58 40.70 29.21 34.01
Denial-of-Service (DoS) 67.97 33.18 18.99 24.15

Probe 71.41 21.01 16.43 18.43
User-to-Root (U2R) 32.11 1.28 2.47 1.68
Root-to-Local (R2L) 48.17 11.62 17.84 17.84

To verify the results with other ML platforms, the proposed RNN-ADV is compared with MLP
based deep neural network [5] for JSMA attacks. F1-score metric is utilized for such estimating the
effectiveness of both schemes in Figure 3. The performance of proposed RNN-ADV is almost 11% or
more than the MLP IDS where it has an F1 score of 47.58% of a normal class, and for attack class, it ranges
from 37.59% to 28.10% for DoS, Probe, U2R and R2L attacks. The epochs to carry out our simulation
were 80, 92, and 98, respectively. This means even if the false detection of a system is high, it is still
quantifying adversaries with from normal packets with better accuracy and high confidentiality.

Figure 3. Performance comparison between adversarial RNN-ADV and MLP.

As discussed previously, the adversary reduces the trust of classier hence causing ambiguity as
a result of which, the false detection rate increases and accuracy of prediction decreases. Figure 4,
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represents the output prediction confidence of proposed RNN-ADV for all three scenarios used in
this research. Since we are dealing with the class unbalance where a system with a high F1 score is
preferred over the other due to its ability to denominate the RNN-ADV’s precision and robustness.
For attack categories, in all scenarios, if we consider the denial-of-service as the most vicious attack,
then it can be seen that its detection rate is decreasing with the decrease in F1 score and a similar
thing is happening for other attack patterns. U2R and R2L have the lowest detection values due to
low pattern occurrence in the feature space of the dataset. It can be concluded that Scenario-III where
RNN-ADV is trained with benign samples but tested with adversarial data, performed the worst and
it is proof that adversaries affect the performance of the neural network in different ways depending
upon the training/testing criteria.

Figure 4. RNN-ADV output confidence based on harmonic mean of precision and recall values.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed RNN-ADV: A random neural network-based adversarial intrusion
detection system. This novel scheme uses the Jacobian Saliency map Attacks (JSMA) algorithm for the
generation of adversarial attacks. Different scenarios were adopted where RNN-ADV is trained and
tested with benchmark NSL-KDD data and Adversarial only data. An attack scenario is also conceived
for more real-time execution of IDS operation where RNN-ADV is trained with benchmark data and
tested with adversarial data. Results are further compared with MLP based deep neural networks, and
they suggest that like other ML algorithms, the proposed scheme is also prone to adversarial attacks.

It is worth mentioning that for the benchmark scenario, F1-score, which represents the confidence
in classification, was 95.6% for normal and 96.61% for denial-of-service attacks while the precision value
remained around 99.12%. However, when Adversarial only data were used, it falls to 47.58% for normal
and minimum of 28.10% for other attack classes. This happened due to the class imbalance in the
benchmark data and can be improved by using better feature extraction techniques. JSMA algorithm is
more feasible to craft adversarial samples since it changes only a few features and adds perturbations
which makes it a perfect choice for use in limited resources. The results generated indicate that
proposed RNN-ADV performs better in terms of accuracy, recall, precision value and F1 score.

In the future, we will extend our work in the following directions:

• To execute transferability analysis and understanding the effects of adversarial attacks in a deep
network where more number of hidden layers are used and trained with different learning rates.

• To craft adversarial samples using other techniques such as Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM),
DeepFool and CW attack algorithms.

• To understand the reliability of RNN-ADV with different datasets such as CICIDS2017 and
UNSW-NB15 etc.
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• To optimize and fine-tune the network by choosing different training algorithms such as Artificial
Bee Colony (ABC), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).
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